Yamaha sniper

In the sport underbone segment, the Yamaha Sniper is arguably one of the most sought-after
models not only here in the Philippines but also in other Southeast Asian countries. This is
thanks to changes to the headlight and tail light designs that make use of LED lighting. The new
Sniper also features convenience upgrades like a keyless ignition system, multi-function LCD
screen, and built-in smartphone charger. So far, there is no word from Yamaha Philippines
about the release date and pricing of the new cc Sniper in our country. Nonetheless, it's
possible it may arrive within the year. Besides the Sniper, Yamaha Sniper social media groups
have been circulating what could be the future of the Sniper. Dubbed as the F prototype, this
concept underbone features more aggressive styling comparable to a space ship, dual belly
exhausts, wide rims to accommodate larger racing tires, and a rear that is undeniably
R1-inspired. One of the most grueling cross-country races in the world flags off in Saudi Arabia.
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Be untouchable with a high performance cc engine complemented by a liquid-cooled system.
Your machine is equipped with the latest advancement in technology that turns power into
motion. Ride in a stance of aggressiveness with a compact wheel to fender gap. Designed not
just for style, the cowl is structured to be aerodynamic which reduces drag as you ride. This
maximizes the illumination of your line of sight for the clearest view possible. Be true ruler with
the iconic sniper design that unifies racing aesthetics with a stylish finish. The graphics on both
the body and wheels show the amazing finesse of speed. This warning system is equipped for
your safety and different road emergencies and increases awareness of other road users to
your condition. The Engine Be untouchable with a high performance cc engine complemented
by a liquid-cooled system. Middle Cowl Design Designed not just for style, the cowl is
structured to be aerodynamic which reduces drag as you ride. Disc Brake You get the most out
of your ride with more stopping power and precise deceleration. Refined Acceleration Be true
ruler with the iconic sniper design that unifies racing aesthetics with a stylish finish. Hazard
Lamp Switch This warning system is equipped for your safety and different road emergencies
and increases awareness of other road users to your condition. Engine Kill Switch You can
switch off your engine easily and instantly during distinct situations on the road. Passing Light
Be more visible as you maneuver your motorcycle when getting ahead of traffic. Engine type.
Cylinder arrangement. Compression ratio. Maximum horse power. Maximum torque. Starting
system. Lubrication system. Engine oil capacity. Fuel Supply System. Clutch Type.
Transmission Type. Frame type. Front Suspension. Rear Suspension. Front Tire. Rear Tire.
Front Brake. Rear Brake. Ignition system type. Tail Light. Overall length x width x height. Seat
height. Minimum ground clearance. Wet Weight with oil and a full fuel tank. Fuel tank capacity.
Meter Panel. Get your Sniper now! SRP: P, Race Blu. Black Raven. Matte Green. Yellow Hornet.
Underbones like the Sniper are inherently easy to use for day-to-day riding thanks to their

step-through frame design. This Yamaha is no different as it trades off a gas tank that can be
gripped with your thighs and knees for a center tunnel that allows for a narrow seat and easy
mounting. The seat is a long, single piece that provides enough grip for your bum during
spirited riding, as well as sufficient cushioning for daily errands. At Due to its sport-oriented
nature, the Sniper is equipped with rear-set foot pegs and narrow handlebars. The Sniper is
powered by a This powerplant is mated to a five-speed constant-mesh manual transmission.
The suspension is relatively basic with a conventional front telescopic fork and a single
swingarm-mounted rear shock absorber. The Sniper is endowed with all the standard modern
tech bits it needs, like a fully-digital LCD meter panel, LED light fixtures, a passing light, a
hazard indicator, fully electric start, and an engine kill switch. The Yamaha Sniper is priced at P,
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Front: telescopic fork Rear: Swingarm with monoshock. XS Special Compare interest rate,
Down payment, Bank Charges on finance. Get all bike list, contact dealers, calculate emi. One of
the country's most coveted underbone sport bikes, the Sniper has proved itself with countless
wins on the circuit and on the streets by capturing the hearts of riders looking to add a touch of
racing DNA into their everyday trip. Involved in this underbone of cc-class of the pedigree of
motorsport? Here's all you need to know about the Yamaha Sniper The Yamaha Sniper
demonstrates sportiness with its style coupled with performance-crafted for both racing and
highways, after marking its year lifetime this In the genre of underbone, it is a classic in its own
right. This commuter bike is made available locally in two variants: P, standard and P, Doxou.
This rider gets a decent amount of features that includes basics like a headlamp LED, tail lamp,
and indicator lights for adding stash style and superior visibility, particularly during night time.
And it's even having a new experience with digital gauges. The engine is then combined with a
manual five-speed transmission. The Yamaha Sniper 's protection and security features come
with a pass switch. The seat is a long, single piece that gives your butt ample grip while
vigorous cycling, as well as adequate cushioning for everyday errands. The Filipino-friendly
seat height with Balaram Debbarma : Manaipathar tripura Friday 24th, July This bike has not
been launched in india. But there are good chances that it will be launched in India soon. We
have listed specs based on our believes. Subject to change. Please contact Yamaha dealers in
your city for latest price. Most compared bikes with Yamaha Sniper About Yamaha Sniper What
is the range of Yamaha Sniper in 1 litre? What is mileage? What is the waiting period of Yamaha
Sniper ? Is it available on cash? What is the price of electric bike Yamaha Sniper ? Ask question
about Yamaha Sniper Ask here! Get Cash! Check for Contest now! Important Links.. Latest bike
launch.. Latest Car launch.. Sitemap : Bike Compare - Bikes - Used bikes. Yamaha Sniper
Available Colors. Per km cost of Yamaha Sniper is Rs. Main features of Yamaha Sniper We use
cookies to improve your browsing experience. By continuing to browse this site, you agree to
our privacy policy and use of cookies. Combining the practicality of a scooter with the fun

riding dynamics of a motorcycle, underbone motorcycles are easy to ride, affordable to
maintain, and boast extreme utility. Among the range of underbone motorcycles available in the
market, the Yamaha Sniper has always been one of the most premium offerings with its unique
design and high end components. For the model year, Yamaha has updated the Sniper and has
gone ahead and released the updated motorcycle in the Vietnamese market. As far as features
are concerned, Yamaha has loaded the new Sniper with a suite of premium components. It
comes standard with a keyless ignition system, as well as a multi-function LCD display. Unlike
other underbone motorcycles in the market, the Sniper always bore a prominent fairing that
gave the bike a bulky and muscular appearance, versus the barebones, skeleton appearance of
other bikes. The new Sniper carries over this design language with tweaks that give it similar
styling cues to the likes of the Yamaha R1. Given the fact that the new Yamaha Sniper has been
launched in Vietnam, we can expect it to make its appearance in the local market in the coming
months. At present, the outgoing Yamaha Sniper comes with a sticker price of P, Stay tuned for
more information about this exciting new model. For more information on how we handle
personal information, please read our privacy policy. MV Agusta has rolled out numerous
updates to the Brutale and Dragster Royal Enfield has updated the Royal Enfield Himalayan for
the model year. Bristol has launched the Bristol Bobber The new cruiser is priced at P, Ducati
has launched the Multistrada V4 in the Philippines at P1. Harley-Davidson has finally officially
unveiled the Pan America adventure bike. Cars Motorcycles Trucks. Just letting you know we
use cookies We use cookies to improve your browsing experience. I Agree. First Name Last
Name. Phone Number Your Location in the Philippines. Help me find the best deals Get me a
quote from up to three 3 Yamaha dealerships When you select this request we will distribute
your inquiry and information to a maximum of three 3 participating MotoDeal Partner Dealers to
help you review multiple different pricing quotations. Additional Options I need a motorcycle
loan. Read More. Latest News. It first landed here with an auto-clutch semi-automatic in , but
two years later it was reverted to a hand-clutch function manual transmission to give the riders
more freedom in operating it. An underbone with racing in its styling and engineering, the
Sniper is seen as a high-performing machine that trumps many obstacles thrown at it, nimbly
satisfying its sporty nature with a throttle twist. Red accent strips trace the body and the
wheels, popping out from the matte black body. The effect is striking, but not in-your-face about
it. Instead, it settled for the middleâ€”not too cushy, not too hard. The thickness of the padding
makes the bike comfortable for short to medium-length trips. The Sniper is powered by a
punchy four-valve, single cylinder, With the help of a precision fuel injection system, the engine
maxes out at Because of its short wheelbase and light weight, the Sniper had no problems with
the seriously tight corners of the slalom. Weaving through city traffic jams is a cakewalk for this
bike; everything else is left to your abilty. Another thing to really like is that front and rear disc
brakes come standard with the Sniper. It not only gives you a higher chance of stopping the
bike when and where you need it to, but also gives you less maintenance headaches.
Adjustable gear shifters and rear brake pedals come standard in sport bikes, and I like that the
Sniper also allows for this same customized fit. The foot controls feel close to the foot pegs,
too, which is great for people with smaller feet women included. Right on trend compared to
other new bikes, the Sniper boasts a digital LC
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D display that is clearly readable even under bright sunlight. A tiny but nifty feature appearing
on the digital display is a gear indicatorâ€”very useful for beginners and a nice reminder for
more experienced riders. The Yamaha Sniper is a powerful bike in a tiny package. It
successfully continues the racing heritage of bigger Yamaha sports bikes but keeps itself
accessible by staying rooted in the utilitarian nature of underbones. It would be a thoughtful
addition in newer versions of this bike, making it more attractive for people with smaller hands
and those who prefer a shorter reach. See Also. We use cookies to ensure you get the best
experience on Topgear. By continued use, you agree to our privacy policy and accept our use of
such cookies. Find out more here. Motorcycle Review. Post a Comment. This article originally
appeared on Topgear. Minor edits have been made by the TopGear. Submit Vote. Retake this
Poll. Quiz Results. Take this Quiz Again. TGP Rating:. I Agree I Disagree.

